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EXT. OPEN DAY - 1PM

FADE IN

Open day at a college, crowded refectory with people

checking out prospectuses.

ALAN, 19, slim, glasses, jeans, blue top.

BYRON, 16, medium manly build, pink woolly top.

Alan looks over to a wall and see’s an advert for

residential course, puts his name down for it and turns

around unaware Byron is there who steals a 30 second kiss.

Alan runs away in fear and starts talking to himself.

ALAN

Why did I run away, he’s so nice.

Such a brilliant kisser to.

He continues to watch and lust over Byron.

FADE OUT

EXT. RAILWAY STATION - 6AM

FADE IN

Railway line, picket line, shelter with seats.

Alan arrives at railway station with suit cases.

INT. LODGE - 2PM

Students who’d signed up for residential standing round

lecturer.

LECTURER, 46, fit, tracksuit & whistle.

Lecturer is giving lecture.

LECTURER

Now I’ve put you in pairs we can

now get on with the activities I’ve

issued each pair with for today’s

lesson. When we finish we meet

here, where you each shall have a

shower before being located to your

room.

FADE OUT
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2.

EXT. UP IN MOUNTAIN - 3PM

FADE IN

ALAN

The other day there you kissed me.

Why?

BYRON

I dunno why I just did, OK.

ALAN

Well i thought that for a minute

to, but as soon as I’d gone, I

stopped and said to myself I kind

of enjoyed it.

They each smile, walk towards each other and hold hands.

Alan points out a little hide hole he sees.

ALAN

Look Byron, I bet we could go in

there be up to all sorts and no one

would be any the wiser.

They continue to hold hands whilst climbing in to the hole.

The holes a bit to high for Alan, Byron being tall pulls

Alan in the hole causing Alan to fall on top of him. They

kiss passionately for some time.

FADE TO BLACK

P/S

3 HOURS LATER

FADE IN

Alan and Byron climb out hide hole and take all the stuff

they found back to their ranch.

INT. ALAN & BYRON’S LODGE ROOM - 9PM

2 beds, TV.

Byron lies on bed stripped down to underwear, Alan come’s in

to room wearing nothing but house coat, he locks door and

opens housecoat revealing to Byron.

FADE TO BLACK
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